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   Modern Balinese Bliss, Spacious 1 Bedroom Loft
Townhouse in Serene Babakan, Canggu  

  Information de l’agent
Nom: ArKadia
Nom de
compagnie:
Pays: Royaume-Uni
Téléphone:
Languages: Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Spanish,
Swedish

Détails de l’annonce
Propriété à: Vendre
Prix: EUR 147,125

  Location
Pays: Indonésie
État/Région/Province: Bali
Soumis: 22/03/2024
Description:
Introducing a unique living experience in the heart of Babakan, Canggu – our one-bedroom loft
townhouses blend modern functionality with the serene beauty of Balinese culture. Designed with an open
concept layout, these spacious and bright homes feature a welcoming living room, a fully-equipped
kitchen, and a cozy dining area on the main floor, perfect for day-to-day living and entertaining guests.
Ascend to the second floor to discover a serene master bedroom, complete with a dedicated workspace.
This loft is not just a place to rest but a sanctuary designed to inspire productivity and relaxation. The
master bedroom overlooks breathtaking rice fields, offering a tranquil retreat from the bustling world
outside.

These townhouses are nestled in a peaceful and quiet location, surrounded by the picturesque beauty of
rice terraces and lush greenery. The fusion of neutral whites and soft beige hues throughout the home
creates an atmosphere of calm and light, with floor-to-ceiling windows inviting panoramic views of
nature into every room. For those who appreciate the finer things in life, the kitchen is a masterpiece of
design. A stunning 3-meter-high designer chandelier transforms this space into a work of art, while the
integration with the dining room makes it perfect for family dinners or gatherings with friends. The living
room, bathed in sunlight and furnished with soft sofas, offers an oasis of comfort and relaxation. Large
panoramic windows and doors open up to the garden, allowing you to breathe in the fresh air and
immerse yourself in the surrounding greenery.

A communal pool, secure parking, and smart home features enhance the convenience and luxury of living
here. Located just 10 minutes from the beach, this townhouse is not only an ideal choice for personal
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living but also offers great potential for long-term and short-term rentals.Experience the blend of
functionality, style, and tranquility in our one-bedroom loft townhouses in Babakan, Canggu. It’s more
than a home; it’s a lifestyle embraced by the beauty of Balinese culture and the comfort of modern living.

Price : USD 160,000/2047
Completion is on Q1 2024
Nouveau: Oui

  Commun
Chambres: 1
Salle de bains: 1
Pied carré fini: 88 m²

  Room details
Indoor Features: Fitted kitchen

  Building details
Parking: Oui
Outdoor Amenities: Pool

  Rental details
Furnished: Oui

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Information additionnelle
Lien URL du site web: http://www.arkadia.com/RWEE-T1131/?utm_camp

aign=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_source=I
MLIX.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: bsdl914
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